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Developing an
curriculum
an outstanding
Developing
outstanding curriculum
Cambridge H-lmary Review
CambridgePrimary
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in
school
your school
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—

English
having a ‘pre-eminent
Curriculum, English is described
National Curriculum,
described as having
‘pre-eminent
the new National
In its
its content and
place in education and in
in society‘
society’ —— but is this reflected
reflected in
and
United
Tennent of
outcomes?
the United Kingdom Literacy Association
outcomes’? Wayne Tennent
of the
Association
teachers can do
do to
to redress
redress
looks at the positives, the challenges and what teachers
the balance.
balance
ln
In

conceive English as a subject?
do you conceive
How do
How
in in?
ls itit the same
same thing as literacy?
Where does
does language tit
in’? And what
what
literacy? Where

about literature?
literature?
One view is that the teaching of English should
should encompass
encompass four
four
separate
concepts:
separate

~
~

developing
literacy
developing literacy
developing children’s
chi|dren’s self-expression
developing
developing engagement
engagement with English literature
literature to support moral, and
and
developing

~

social improvement
improvement
developing the mind and charactert
character.
developing

I»

might surprise you to know that this concept
concept of English was outlined
outlined in the
might
in
at? note.
Newbolt Report‘
Report‘ (Board of Education)
Education) 1921! As Wyse et al?
note, up to this
this
Newbolt
such things as
as dictation,
reading, written
written composition and
and recitation
recitation were
were
dictation, reading.
point such
established English as a
Newbolt Report established
treated as separate
separate subjects.
subjects The Newbolt
single subject bringing
bringing all these
these parts together.
It
lt

Newboll Report)
{The Newbolt
' Board
Board oi
of Education
Education (1921)
U921} The
The Teaching
Teaching of
of English in England
England (The
Fieportl. London
London: HMSO
HMSO.
D.. Jones. R .. Bradford.
' Wyse.
Wyse, D._
Bradford, H
H. and
and Wolperl
Wolpert. M
M. A
A. (2013) Teaching
Teaching English.
Language and
and Literacy.
English Language
Literacy
Abingdon. Oxon’
Oxon: Routledge
Ftoutlectge.
Abingdon,
‘

English in the
curriculum
the primary curriculum
The new National
National Curriculum
Curriculum for English has two stated
aims:
overarching
to ensure high standards
standards in language
overarching
and literacy, and to develop a love of literature.
literature. It notes
the importance of English across the curriculum
curriculum because
because
it is the primary
instruction (as indeed did
primary language of instruction
Newbolt Report). The new curriculum
curriculum also notes that
the Newbolt
effective language skitls
skills has wider
having effective
wider societal benefits.
having
benefits.
It
It is for these
these reasons that English is described as having

‘pre-eminent place in education and in society’.
society’. The new
a ‘pre-eminent
curriculum
curriculum therefore gives English a centrally
centrally important
important
role which
which extends from the subject, to the classroom, and
wider social and cultural
cultural context. It might be
beyond to the wider
argued that with these
curriculum for
these stated aims the new curriculum
in
English is conceived the spirit of Newbolt,
Newbolt, and looks to
sense.
broadest sense.
promote English in its broadest

School curriculum
curriculum principles for
Enghsh
English
This raises another question: what does good English
teaching look like? And bearing
Newbolt
bearing in mind the Newbolt
ago, what does good
Report was written over 90 years
years ago,
English teaching look like in the 21st Century’?
Century? A recent
national discussion, entitled
national
Looking for the Heart of
entitled Looking
English“, canvassed
canvassed opinion
Eng/isha,
opinion on this question from children,
children,
teachers, students
students and subject experts. The following
teachers,
principles (or themes) emerged from the debate.
principles

Creative thinking and development
creativity
English teaching needs to support and develop creativity
in thinking.
thinking. Literature
important role to play in this
Literature has an important
children in understanding how the language
as it supports
supports children
works.
works. This in turn allows
allows them to explore and question
question
their own assumptions, and those of others.

Widening horizons
children to engage
English teaching should help children
engage with and
understand different
different perspectives
by
shining
a light on
perspectives
shining a
the world beyond their own immediate experience. Once
again,
literature plays an important
this.
again, literature
important part in this.

Linking to the world beyond
Linking
beyond school
There is much to learn beyond the school gates.
gates. Teachers
of English need to make children
children aware of how language
is used differently in different
different contexts, so that they
understand the differences between private and public talk
and can see how this impacts on such things as styles of
talk and writing.

Contexts
Contexts and
and connections
Teachers of English should help children
children to make
reading, writing, speaking and
connections between reading,
listening —- and how these are adapted
different contexts.
listening
adapted in different
Literature
Literature can support this connection making
making by creating
creating
links to social,
social, historical
cultural contexts, where
historical and cultural
differences in language use can be explored.
Pupil participation,
participation, independence and choice
English teaching should motivate children
children through
purposeful activities
activities that allow them to explore and make
purposeful
personal responses.
way it is possible to engage
engage
responses. In this way
children
children in reading
reading for pleasure in the longer term, writing
with enjoyment and communicating
communicating more effectively.

l
Ll

The importance of spoken language
listening are fundamental to effective
effective English
Speaking and listening
teaching as they are central to language development.
Promoting speaking and listening
children to express
Promoting
listening helps children
express
their ideas and to empathise with others. Speaking and
listening underpin
underpin reading and writing.
listening

curriculum
Language across the curriculum

l

implications across the curriculum
curriculum and schools
English has implications
need to consider developing
developing a whole-school approach to
learning. School communities need to consider
language learning.
writing, and develop
the values they place on reading
reading and writing.
a coherent ethos around literacy.

New
New programmes
programmes of
of study for Key

1.

Stage l and Key Stage 2
I

Excluding the general preamble, which
which outlines the
Excluding
document's conception of English,
document‘s
English. and the concluding
glossary of terms, the programmes
programmes of study for Key Stages
Stages
11 to 3 run to 65 pages in length. Sixty-two
pages
length. Sixty—two of these pages
relate to the primary
primary years
Stages 11 and 2). The new
years (Key Stages
curriculum
curriculum is organised into programmes
programmes of study by
year groups: Year 1, Year 2, Years 3 and 4 together, and
Years 5 and 6 together. Each programme
programme of study outlines

.l
r
l

f

l

statutory and non-statutory guidance for reading
and writing.

What is the same?
The current National
National Curriculum
National
Curriculum (and indeed the National
Literacy Strategy and the Primary National Strategy)
Literacy
separated the primary
curriculum into three
primary English curriculum
separated
strands: Speaking and Listening,
Listening, Reading and Writing.
The new National Curriculum
similar distinction Curriculum makes a simi

albeit Speaking and Listening has now become
A
Language.
Spoken Language.
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3 Looking for the Heart
are in.l
in! What
What Looking for the Heart
of English
Errgiilsh said.
said. [Onlins]
[Online] Available from:
http:ffw\vw.heartofenglish.corrr/
Heart of English (2012) The results are
Heart of
from: http‘lewwhemofenglishcom/
node/1
node/1 4D
40
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What
What is new?
Reading for pleasure
Reading

of
wide range of
Enjoying and engaging critically with a wide
non-literary texts is important in supporting
literary and non-literary
cultural
and cultural
children’s understanding of their
children's
their social
social and
in
be encouraged
to be
environment.
environment. Reading for pleasure is to
encouraged in
how this
this is
made to
curriculumand
the new curriculum
and reference
reference is made
to how
‘curious young minds'.
beneficial to ‘curious
beneficial
minds’.
Reading comprehension
Reading
of the
the
inference
Inference making
important component of
making is a centrally
centrally important
reading comprehension process, and
and very young children
children
Inference making
making
can make inferences from written
written text. Inference
features in the curriculum
curriculum content
content from the
the beginning
beginning
of Key Stage 1. Also, the application of background
when engaging
knowledge (or life experience) is important when
with texts, and this features prominently.
prominently.
A focus on phonics
There is heavy emphasis on phonic decoding as the key to
of this
this is such
reading. The extent of
such that
that the
the new curriculum
curriculum
reading.
recommends
recommends that those struggling
struggling with decoding in Year
2 should be provided
instruction; and
and ifif
provided with more phonics instruction;
in
should
lower
still
2,
they are
struggling
struggling lower Key Stage they should
still
are still
be given
given even more phonics instruction;
instruction; and
and ifif they are
2? Yes, more
struggling in upper Key Stage 2'?
struggling
phonics instruction.
instruction.

Grammar
and Grammar
Spelling and
There are two extensive appendices:
spelling and
appendices: one on spelling
These
one on vocabulary,
vocabulary, grammar and
and punctuation. These
within
be
lists
extensive
of
to
of content
content to be taught within
present extensive
spelling patterns
specific year groups; identifying specific
patterns
speciﬁc spelling
well
be taught, as
which have
to be
and items of grammar which
have to
as well
lists of words to be learned.
learned.
Spoken Language
Language

As noted earlier, the new curriculum
curriculum replaces Speaking and
Listening with Spoken Language.
The Spoken Language
Language The
Listening
is
all
primary year groups. ItIt is
programme of study covers primary
little over a page in length and
and the
the statutory guidance is
is
simply a list of twelve bullet points.
simply

What has gone?
Digital literacies
literacies
Digital
stated about the need
Much has been stated
need to prepare children
children
of a globalised world. Therefore,
for the needs of
Therefore, one might
might
curriculum to take
take into account
the curriculum
have expected
expected the
account the
the
of forms
forms of
of communication
communication now universally
widee variety
variety of
universally
sential tools for the 21 st century,
valued as essential
century, including
including
is
digital, online and
and moving image media.
media. However, there
there is
no reference to digital literacy.

Diversity of texts
curriculum makes little comment
comment about
about what
what
The new curriculum
to
constitutes
constitutes a text. For example, no reference
reference is
is made
made to
multimodal texts,
to
and there
there is
is no reference
reference to
texts. and
digital or multimodal
multicultural
multicultural and
and multilingual texts.

Challenges to implementing
implementing the
the new
Challenges
curriculum
curriculum
From these
curriculum changes,
Kingdom
these curriculum
changes, the
the United
United Kingdom
Association (UKLA) anticipates a number
Literacy Association
number of
of
Literacy

have to negotiate:
teachers will have
challenges that teachers

-I
-it
-I
I

-It

foundational
and listening
listening retains
retains its foundational
ensuring speaking and
curriculum
position in
in the English curriculum
position
in a
broad
ensuring that
that learning
learning in English takes
takes place in
a broad
into
rather
than
context, rather than separated
separated
component parts
handwriting, reading,
reading, writing)
(spelling, handwriting,
curriculum delivery
to curriculum
avoiding an approach to
delivery which
which
avoiding
involves treating itit as a ‘tick list’
involves
list’ from the appendices
appendices
in
delivering
delivering the
the English
English language curriculum
curriculum in
ls there room to acknowledge
multilingual settings. is
children’s
children's overall
overall linguistic
linguistic abilities?
abilities’?
focus
the
avoiding
a
narrow
focus
on
the more obviously
obviously
narrow
avoiding
and
skills
of
(in
functional
decoding
reading) and
functional
reading)
the expense
expense of
transcription (in writing) at the
and creativity.
comprehension, composition and

Successful implementation
view of
of
curriculum proposes
So while the
the new curriculum
holistic view
proposes a holistic
actual curriculum
curriculum content may
English in its aims, the actual
of the
of its
the subject in terms of
lead schools to conceive of
UKLA
that
At
do
believe
not
believe that this
this
we do
component parts.
believe that
needs
needs to be the
that there
there is space to
to
the case. We believe
interpret the curriculum
curriculum in a very positive
positive way.
interpret
Here
Here are some ideas for successful
successful implementation
implementation of the
curriculum.
new curriculum.
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take an
Shape the
the curriculum
curriculum Schools
Schools need
need to
to take
whole-school position on English.
agreed whole-school
Audit
Audit subject knowledge
knowledge The
The components
components of
of English
Effective teaching requires an
varied. Effective
are many and varied.
of each.
each.
understanding of
Promote digital literacy
literacy Children
Children today read
read more
Promote
than ever before but not necessarily in
traditional
traditional ways.
Choose texts with care Components such as
but they must
grammar and vocabulary are important but
viewed within the context of text as a whole.
be viewed
whole.

-~

Ir0

Acknowledge
Acknowledge the language experience children
bring to school
school No child is a blank slate and each one
brings their own, unique experience of language.
language This
may include
include linguistic
linguistic ability in a language other
than English.
than
Embed English across the curriculum
curriculum Help to make
children aware of the role of English in relation
children
relation to
all subjects.

And finally, something to consider from the Cambridge
Itself:
Primary Review itself:

"
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E

‘‘ Alexander,
Alexander, R.

p. 269.
p,

J.
their Education:
Education: Final
Fina! report
recommendations of the Cambridge
Abingdon: Floutledge,
Routledge,
therr World,
J, (2010) Children, their
World, their
Review, Abingdon:
report and recommendations
Primary Review.
Cambridge Primary
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Foreign Languages
Curriculum —
Languages now have
have an early place
place in
in the
the National
National Curriculum
— and
and that
that
the
Association
from
Liz
Black
exciting possibilities.
opens up a world of exciting
possibilities. Liz Black from the Association
opens
chance to
this chance
at how
use this
for Language
Language Learning (ALL) looks
looks at
how to
to use
to make
make your
your
vibrant.
curriculum
curriculum truly vibrant.

Teaching a language in
in primary schools
schools —
—
welcome introduction
a welcome
introduction
foreign language
decismn to
The Government's decision
to encourage the
the learning
learning of
of aa foreign
language by
by
the concerns
addressed the
many
children
children in
in England
England from Year
Year 33 upwards
upwards has
has addressed
concerns of
of many
in the UK.
UK
UK has
has placed
placed far
nation, for
for many
the UK
far less
less
many years the
being a trading nation.
Despite being
indeed
other European
than most
European countries
learning than
most other
countries (and
(and indeed
emphasis on language learning
consider
hereinin Britain
people here
the world). Although
other nations across the
Although some
some people
Britain consider
consider
capability
continents
a
other
most
in
English the world language. most other continents consider a capability in
capability has
insufficient, Bilingual or plurilingual capability
be insufficient.
has become
become
English only to be
the norm.

of countries
the same time, the growing
growing interdependence
interdependence of
countries through
through widespread
widespread
the
life
of
all
spheres of life increasingly
internet means that
that people
people in
in all spheres
increasingly need
need the
use of the internet
and correspond,
communicate, negotiate and
able to
skills to be able
to communicate,
correspond.

At

Teaching a language in primary
primary

schools

We live in a nation of amazing
linguistic diversity:
amazing linguistic
for
diversity: for
example, over 50 languages are
spoken
Barking and
in Barking
are spoken in
and
Dagenham. Polish has recently
French as
recently taken over
over French
the
as the
most widely spoken second language
language in
in Britain.
Britain. Learning
Learning aa
foreign language has aa greater
place
for
our
children
foreign
greater place
our children

than ever.

Given all this, the introduction
language teaching
in
introduction of language
teaching in
primary schools is welcome.
Competence
in
another
primary
welcome. Competence in another
language enables children
interpret, create
and
children to interpret,
create and
exchange meaning within and across
across cultures.
cultures. ltit also
exchange
also helps
helps
children develop skills that will open
children
open further opportunities
opportunities
later in life. As the new Key Stage 2 purpose
purpose of
of study
study says,
says,

‘Language teaching should provide
provide the
the foundation
foundation for
‘Language
for
learning
equipping children
study and
learning further languages, equipping
children to
to study
and
work in other countries".

children what they
they want
Giving children
want
More importantly,
importantly, the Cambridge Primary
Primary Review (CPR)
(CPR)
evidence indicates that children
children want to learn ‘more about
about

the wider world’?
that language
world’.2 We share the CPR's view that
language
unlocks thought and that children
children can
can see
world
the world
see the
differently and in a wider way
way through
through language,
language, when
differently
when they
they
explore, understand and begin
to
use
a
can explore.
begin use a
different
different language.
With
With careful
careful planning,

teachers have the opportunity
opportunity now
to
now to
make logical links with children's
literacy development
development and
children’s literacy
and

other language experiences in an
an age-appropriate
way.
age-appropriate way.

now be taught
Any modern language can now
taught

original draft
draft list
list of
There was much debate
debate about the original
of
to be
be taught
in KS2,
seven modern foreign languages
languages to
K82,
taught in
with the result that this was removed shortly
before the
shortly before
the
ﬁnal National
National Curriculum
purpose of study
document
Curriculum purpose
study document was
was
circulated to schools during September
September 2013.
2013.
Members of the Association
Language Learning
Association of Language
Learning (ALL)
(ALL)
view the new statutory requirement
a
language
for
requirement
a language to
be
to be
taught for four years
extremely positive
positive step
an extremely
as an
years as
forward.
step forward.
Both the duration of learning
learning and the number of languages
languages
learned has lagged behind the European
European average.
The
average. The
languages within the
stated purpose of study for languages
the new
new

National
National Curriculum
England for
KS2
Curriculum for Languages
Languages in England
for K82
and K53
KS3 is potentially
and encapsulates
encapsulates what
potentially inspirational
inspirational and
what
teachers would want for language
language learners
learners of
of any
age.
teachers
any age.
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The purpose
purpose of study is brief. Jane Hough,
Hough, MFL
Lead
MFL Lead
at the Department for Education,
states that
that itit has
has been
Education, states
been
significantly slimmed
to open
up
pedagogic
slimmed down in order
significantly
order to
open up pedagogic
will certainly
freedom, which teachers
teachers wil.
welcome!
certainly welcome!
teaching in
in KS2
be
However, those new to language teaching
K52 may
may be
concerned about the lack of exemplification
and be
be unsure
concerned
exemplificationand
unsure
of the clarity of some of the objectives. For
For example,
example, when
when
you read about understanding ‘key
‘key features and
and patterns
patterns
of the language", you may
which features
features and
and
may wonder which
what patterns.
ALL recommends that colleagues in
in that situation
situation should
should
join (or form) a network
network with other local primary
and
primary and
issues, benefit
benefit from
from local
secondary schools, to discuss the issues,
local
the
best
outcomes.
expertise and collaborate in planning
for
planning
best outcomes.
mutual professional
professional support,
where ideas
ideas and
Finding mutual
support, where
and
teaching resources can be shared, is something
something Professor
Professor
Alexander promotes.
Alexander

ii

The wide
wide range of resources and research into effective
effective
by language
language organisations
organisations
pedagogy that has been funded by
during the past ten years
years can
can and should
should be
be tapped.
tapped.
during

Extensive documentation, including
teaching materials,
Extensive
including teaching
materials, has
has
been produced over recent years
by
agencies
years agencies including
including
the former CILT, QCDAC and Links into Languages
(now
Languages (now
Network for Languages),
as well as
as by
by Cth
CfBt and
and
called Network
Languages), as
ALL. Schools can also build on the existing
existing good
good practice
practice
across the country that has been developed
developed through
through
Local Authority support. The expertise
and experience
experience of
of
expertise and
for example.
example, will
will be
language advisors and former
former ASTs,
ASTs. for
be
vital to meet the challenge of productive
innovation inin the
the
productive innovation
next few years.
years.
Primary
from group
group or
Primary schools can further benefit from
or
individual membership of ALL,
especially as
as ALL’s
ALL, especially
ALL’s new
new
primary language Special Interest Group
Group is setting
setting up
primary
up
regional Primary Hubs to facilitate
facilitate sharing
sharing of
of effective
effective
regional

of effective
effective practice
practice. There are many
examples of
many examples
practice
will strengthen
Stage 2, the consideration of which will
strengthen
and enhance curriculum
curriculum design.
in Key

‘ Department
Department for Education
National curriculum
cumculum in
of study.
Education (2013) National
in England.
England: languages
languages programmes
of study.
programmes
R. J. (ed.)
2? Alexander,
Alexander, Ft.
their World,
World, their
Final
and recommendations
of the Cambridge Primary Review. Abingdon: Routledge.
.4
(ed) (2010) Children, their
their Education:
Education:
Final report
and
report
recommendations
’3 Department
curriculum in
in England:languages
England: languages programmes of study. of the Cambridge Primary Review. Abingdon: Floutledgﬁ
Department for Education
Education (2013) National
National curriculum
of
programmes study.
"‘ ibid.
‘
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and
Principles of
of effective
effective teaching and
learning in primary foreign languages
issues in
Some ofthe
of the major
in planning
planning a languages
major issues
K52 include:
curriculum
curriculum throughout KS2
include:

I-

communication —— teaching language in
communication
in a context
context

1-¢
.1

cultural knowledge
cultural
authentic experiences
experiences
knowledge —— authentic
— learning
grammar
—
how
to
learning
language
use
grammar
texts.

teachers are already skilled
Primary teachers
skilled in
in planning to ‘foster
‘foster
their understanding“.
understanding‘? For
For
pupils’ curiosity and deepen their
rationale for
language
many primary schools,
for learning a language
schools, the rationale
towards
includes the
includes
the encouragement
of positive attitudes
attitudes towards
encouragement of
in chlldren’s
children’s
cultures at
different languages
eariy stage in
and cultures
at an early
languages and
of
curriculum of
the Languages
lives. This has been central
central to the
Languages curriculum
languages.
many of the primary schools
schools already
already teaching
teaching languages.
that intercultural
However, we all know that
intercultural understanding
understanding
attention
the same
osmosis. itlt needs
does not happen by osmosis.
needs the
same attention
teachers
to
linguistic
give
and
progression
teachers
to
linguistic
to planning
as
planning
The first step is
is to
to acknowledge itit as
as aa
development. The
the Languages curriculum,
valuable part of the
curriculum, whether
whether a
modern
the modern
school opts to teach
teach Latin or Greek
Greek or one of
of the
Schools
currently
foreign
languages.
Schools
currently
not
teaching
aa
foreign
of
of
wide
all
and, of
choice
choice of language and,
language at have a
have
schools can change the
the language they have
course, schools
the nearest
teach. Liaison with the
started to teach.
nearest secondary
secondary
but
transition issues,
could address
schools at this
this stage could
address transition
issues, but
wide
in
cities where
this is more difficult cities
where parents have
have a wide
the choice
schools than
than in rural areas
choice of schools
areas where
where the
choice
is limited.
of
that the
Education reasons
The Department for Education
reasons that
the study of
learning
either Latin or Greek can provide
foundation for learning
provide a foundation
children’s
modern foreign languages (and that itit supports children’s
in particular
Parents
literacy, in
comprehension). Parents
reading comprehension).
particular reading
introduction of
in the state
favour the
the introduction
of a
state sector seem to favour
either for crossThe potential
foreign language. The
potential of
of either
modern foreign
to 6 to
curricular
Planning across
curricular work is vast. Planning
across Years 33 to
to
and aspects of Philosophy,
Philosophy,
incorporate History, Geography and
the classroom.
classroom.
for example, will lead to exciting
learning in
in the
exciting learning
in the
the
curriculum planning,
teachers in
To ensure efficient curriculum
planning, teachers
transfer,
school should co-ordinate at each
each stage of transfer,
teacher key details
the receiving
just
receiving teacher
passing on to the
details not
not just
of the linguistic
structures but
linguistic structures
but also
also of
of the
the cultural
cultural content
content
the key.
covered. Building on prior learning
learning is
is the
-Cdr‘jite')§t‘>'matters
Context matters

Learning how to ‘engage inin conversations’ in
in another
‘Learnlngiholw
language v-xt.
is undoubtedly agwonderful
wonderful achievement, but
but
lang,
5
°
7
°

ibid.
ibid.
ibid.
ibid.

not
isolation will
conversational language in
in isolation
will not
presenting conversational
will
it
to
provide an opening to
make it memorable, nor will it provide
instrument of
personal
other cultures.
cultures. Language is an instrument
of personal
and members
members of
and cultural
identity and
cultural identity
of ALL
ALL believe
believe that
that
in
cultural
it
and
need
learn
children
children need to learn it in a personal and cultural context.
context.
the past ten
ten years has
develop
has led
led us to
to develop
Experience over the
sequences of learning
learning with accompanying teaching
sequences
‘travel’ in
to ‘travel’
the opportunity to
materials that give children
children the
in
of
world.
the
minds
their minds to many regions of the world.

that curiosity
stimulated by exposure
There is no doubt that
curiosity is stimulated
and the
other lands
lands and
the internet
internet facilitates
facilitates
to the culture of other
would
make
of
that
learning that would make parents and
the type of learning
and
just the
to school!
want to
to go back
grandparents want
back to
school! Many of
of the
the
grandparents
Sciaf and
charities, such
such as Oxfam, Sciaf
and Unicef, have
have photos
charities,
school or
children speaking in
of children
in their
their home, school
and live clips of
children
hear
and
the
children
Not
only can the
the children hear and see
see the children
village.
in their
their classroom,
classroom, but
but they can also
also benefit
benefit
as ifif they were in
Green screen technology can
from the visual experience. Green
can
‘in
of
another
the
children
to
setting
encourage
children
to
speak
‘in
the
of
another
encourage
be highly motivating.
motivating.
country’6 and can be

Grammar, but
but not ‘grammar
‘grammar grind'
grind’
Grammar,

understand basic
to understand
Children are to be
be taught to
basic grammar
of
the language, as well
and how to apply patterns
patterns of the
well as
as
these differ from or are similar to
to English. Pupil
how these
communication are
and hteractive
interactive communication
independence
independence and
implied in these
these objectives, as
deeper
as is an emphasis on deeper
Children
rote.
rather than
than learning
are
learning by rote. Children are
understanding rather
assemble the
to assemble
understand how to
required to understand
the ‘syntactical
‘syntactical
required
their own
building blocks’7
blocks” of language in order
order to
to express
building
express their
chance
This
to
children
meanings.
gives children a chance to engage
engage with
with
meanings,
and not about
about
which is
and use it, which
is exciting
exciting and
new knowledge and
learning.
rote learning.
believe
curriculum, and
the new curriculum,
consulted on the
and we believe
was consulted
that its focus on grammar does not signal a retreat to the
‘grammar grind’
grind‘ of the pre-communicative languages
‘grammar
value and
Rather itit puts emphasis on the
teaching era. Rather
the value
and
of
able
to
practical usefulness of being able to manipulate language,
of grammatical
and re-states
re-states the importance of
grammatical structure
structure
curriculum which aims
aims to
within a curriculum
to develop children’s
children’s
their own two
two feet
capacity to stand on their
feet in
in aa foreign
foreign
language context.
ALL

talk
Texts, materials and talk
and
authentic materials
The inclusion of literary texts,
materials and
texts. authentic
in
also welcome.
welcome. Children in K82
spontaneous talk is also
KS2 are to
spontaneous

stories, songs, poems and
be taught to ‘appreciate stories,
and rhymes
rhymes
in
their study of
in the language“. Just
of English, these
these
Just as in their
approaches help children
children develop a greater awareness of
of
approaches
and become
become sensitised
sensitised to the
language and metalanguage, and
nuances of other languages.
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Home languages and dialect
Home languages and the use of dialect should not be
Home
seen as a problem,
problem, but as an opportunity to value our rich
cultural
cultural heritage here and exploit
exploit (in the most positive way)
the richness of language that a KS2
K82 child will bring to
the classroom.
classroom
children can be asked to share with the others in
The children
the group an aspect of their home life that they consider
different, or vocabulary they use for common items they
different,
use or can see on their way to school. Children
Children enjoy
discussing things that are precious to them.

The teacher
teacher could ask parents or other relatives
relatives to visit
the school and talk to the children
children about the festivals
they celebrate, their music,
music, or could cook with the class
for example. Grandparents can be fascinating sources
information about the past. Toys and childhood play
of information
different countries and different
from different
different parts of history
history could
be examined and the reasons for the changes
changes today
considered. Community
valued.
Community languages should be valued.

Setting
Setting the spark
Our planning
planning needs to tap into the creative roots of our
learners, with the aim of increasing
increasing their confidence and
enjoyment of manipulating
manipulating the language they are learning.
learning.
motivation to continue learning
The motivation
a
language
beyond
learning
Key Stage 3 will then follow. Sparking
Sparking an early interest in
myths,
fables and legends from other countries through
myths, tables
poetry, music,
music, dance, drama and film clips is among
among

the effective
effective teaching strategies
strategies that are being used by
countless
countless primary
across the country.
primary colleagues across
country.

The
The primary
embrace
primary classroom is an ideal setting to embrace
classroom talk Ifif either Latin or Greek are chosen
the focus will be to provide a linguistic
linguistic foundation for
reading comprehension and an appreciation of classical
reading
civilisation, but there will be little opportunity for practical
civilisation,
communication,
exchanges.
communication, just simple oral exchanges.

in the foreign or classical
Classroom
Classroom talk inin English and in
classical
if
language
essential, but if proof is needed, recent research
language is essential,
conducted by Dr Tony Wood, honorary research fellow at the
Bedfordshire, to establish
engaging inin
establish whether engaging
University of Bedfordshire,
in
school
child‘s school
speaking and listening activities reflects in a child's
performance makes interesting
Average gains
gains in Key
Key
performance
interesting reading. Average
were between
between
assessments of the project children were
Stage 2 assessments
6 and 19 per cent.”
cent.‘° Elaine Taylor, Chief MFL HMl
HMI for Ofsted
Ofsted
stresses the importance
importance of using authentic
materials and
authentic materials
says that itit is ‘a shame these are underused as there is so
much out there.’ Some textbook
textbook images
images are dated and ‘not
engaging
or
specific’.
She
adds that 'ntercultural
intercultural
culturally
engaging
understanding needs to be built into the teaching
teaching rather
understanding
than as a ‘bolt on once a year’. She feels
feels primary MFL
methodology done well will make
contribution
make a really strong contribution
methodology
to language
language learning further down the line.
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Digital literacy
Children learning in the 21*‘
21" century
century will undoubtedly
undoubtedly be
different. Technology
Technology brings
brings a fast pace of change in modern
modern
society, and it must also play a part in your planning. Digital
Digital
society,
is
mentioned specifically
literacy not mentioned
specifically in the new programme
programme

-.
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of study, but the potential
internet purposefully
potential to use the internet
purposefully will
be at the forefront of teachers‘
teachers’ minds.
The internet has led to the world being more
curriculum
children in our new curriculum
interconnected, and young children
with
the
linguistic
and
cultural
diversity
cultural
can engage
diversity of
engage
humanity
in
its
sense
through
their
computers,
widest
humanity

l
A

tablets or phones.
The opportunity to take children
journey, or use
children on a virtual journey,
a live webcam to look at the weather conditions in another
country, to see clothing,
country,
clothing, housing, school, childhood
world
agriculture and food on the other side of the world
games, agriculture
viewed as a wonderful
wonderful thing! ItIt will give children
must be viewed
children
the opportunity to reflect
reﬂect on their unique ‘place’ and truly
‘deepen their understanding of the world’.
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Looking to a vibrant future

So this is the chance
chance we all have to develop the most
curriculum for the future. We must capitalise on
vibrant curriculum
vibrant
everything that is available
available to us, and everything
everything
everything we
children.
already know, to engage
engage and motivate the children.
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59 WestminsterEducation
Westminster Education Forum
2013.
Forum Seminar,
March 19th 2013,
Seminar. March
“’
‘If iI ruled the world’. Teach
Teach Primary,
1° Stockley,
Stockley, M. ‘If
Primary, 7(7), p. 13.
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English and Foreign Languages
Languages

On
On one level, developing
learning
developing a link between the subject
subject of English and the learning
of another language is straightforward.
straightforward. To begin with, the overwhelming
overwhelming majority
of words in the English language have been acquired from other languages‘.
languages‘.
Children of all ages
Children
fascinating
ages find the consideration of the roots of words fascrnating
Horrible Histories
series". Some
and enjoy books like Wicked Words from the Hom'ble
Histories series’.
of these
these words may
obvious; the word ‘prediction,
‘prediction‘, for example. comes
may not be obvious;
from the Latin root word ‘dict‘
‘dict’ meaning ‘to say“.
many other English
say”. However, many
similar meaning,
meaning, and are pronounced in a similar way
way
words look similar, have a similar
word ‘information’ is vew
very close
to words in other languages. For example, the word
the Spanish word ‘informacién".
‘informacion“‘. Some may
may be pronounced in English in aa
to the
similar way to words in other languages but others (for example, concert, effort,
sandwich) will need closer attention,
attention.
danger and even basic food words like sandwich)

1
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Words with a similar spelling
spelling and meaning in two languages
cognates.
Words
languages are called cognates.
Children
Children in English schools learning
learning a foreign
language
are
really
good
at
foreign
noticing
engage with
noticing cognates,
cognates. which in itself tells us something: when we engage
otherwise) we do so
so to find meaning.
Children will increase
language (English or otherwise)
meaning. Children
the range of their vocabulary
offered the opportunity to look at the
vocabulary if they are offered
of
in
from
usage today, and to consider
wealth words
other languages common usage
‘because, where selfwhy English speakers
speakers took words from other languages
languages ‘because.
many options“. The process
process
expression is concerned, you can never have too many
of raising greater awareness
of
language
links
to
nations
and
their
and
other
awareness
in
culture should start our primary
primary schools and continue into Year 7 as
as ‘taking
words’ can ‘unlock
‘unlock the meaning of some
some of the most
a trip around the world of words’
satisfying expressions on the planet, for which
which there
insightful, intriguing, and satisfying
are no English equivalents’”.
equivalents“. As the Cambndge
Pnmary
Review
(2010)
states.
Cambridge Primary
states.
‘Language
unlocks thought”.
thought‘-‘.
“Language unlocks

‘ Bromley,
Bromley, K. (2007) Nine things
things every
every teacher should know
know about words
and vocabulary
vocabulary instruction.
instruction.
words and
Journal of
of adolescent
adult literacy.
literacy, 50
50(7).
Journal
adolescent and
and adult
(7),
9
3 Dean],
Deary, T.
T. (1996) Horrible
Histories. Wicked
Wicked Words. London:
Scholastic Ltd.
Horrible Histories,
London: Scholastic
1
‘ Templeton.
Templeton. S. (2012) Teaching
Teaching and Learning
Learning Morphology:
Morphology: A Reflection
Reflection on Generative
Generative Vocabulary
Vocabirlary
Instruction. Journal
Journal of Education.
l2i3), pp.
pp. 1017107.
101-107.
Instruction.
Education, 192 l2/3),
‘
‘ Keifler,
J. and
and Lesaux.
Lesaux, N. K. (2007)
i200?) Breaking
Breaking Down
Down Words to Build Mearrrng:
Morphology,
Keiffer, M. J.
Meaning Morphology.
Vocabulary and
Cornprehension in
Urban Classroom.
Teacher, 61(2l,
61(2), pp.
pp.
and Reading Comprehension
Vocabulary
In the Urban
Classroom. The Reading
Reading Teacher,
‘

11 34—1
34-1 44.
t Rhodes,
Rhodes, C. (2009) A Certain
Je Ne Sais Pas Quor
words we
we pinched
from other
other languages.
languages. London:
Certain Je
Ouoi —- words
London:
pinched lmm

Michael O'Mara
Michael
Books Limited, p,
p. 6.
O'Mara Books
Moore. C.
ln Other
Other Words. New York:
York: Walker and
Company.
C, (2004) In
Moore,
and Company.
’
’ Alexander,
Alexander, R. J.
Children, their
their World,
World. their
their Education:
report and
and recommendations
recommendations
J (ed.')
(2010) Children,
Education: Final report
(ed) {2010]
of
of the
the Cambndge
Review. Abingdon:
Abingdon: Routledge,
Routledge, p.
Cambridge Primary
anary Revrewt
p. 271.
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English and Foreign Languages
Languages
Underlying principles
Underlying
principles to unlocking thought
through language
The United Kingdom
Association and the
Kingdom Literacy
Literacy Association
Association of Language Learning
Learning believe
believe that there are
Association
underlying principles
principles that support this unlocking
underlying
unlocking of thought,
each of which should inform the manner in which we
approach the teaching of both English and
Foreign Languages.
Foreign
~0

-~

0'

Speaking
and listening are centrally
centrally important.
Speaking and
important.
Speaking and listening
acquisition
listening underpin language acquisition
and development. Proficiency
in language grows
Proficiency in
grows
from the oral to the written“. This means that for
children
children to read and write effectively
effectively in any
any language
required. Therefore,
Therefore, we
well-developed oral skills are required.
should encourage
which involve an
encourage ‘forms of talk which
information and ideas in which
exchange of information
which the teacher
teacher
think.9
genuinely
genuinely wishes to know what pupils think?
Language is acquired
social and cultural
Language
acquired in a social
context. Language is acquired in a social and cultural
context.
context. We learn by connecting new knowledge with
what we already know. For English, this means that
the teaching of such things as grammar
grammar and spelling
spelling
should be taught in a purposeful context, rather than
as decontextualised lumps of knowledge.
knowledge. For the
effective
effective learning
foreign languages this means
learning of foreign
making deeper
making
deeper links with the language being studied
and developing
intercultural awareness.
awareness. As the CPR
developing an intercultural
(2010) states,
states, ‘Pedagogy is the act of teaching along
with its attendant
educatonal theories,
attendant discourse
discourse of educational
values, evidence and justifications"°.
justifications"? Language
teaching must acknowledge this.
Technologies provide access
access to different
‘texts’ and
different ‘texts'
Technologies
in
different
different cultures.
Today's language learners live in
cultures. Today‘s
Technologies, such as the internet,
internet,
stimulating age. Technologies,
a stimulating
allow learning
different types
learning to take place through different
of text (such as visual and moving images).
images), as well
providing quick access to the aspects
as providing
aspects of another
country’s culture.
culture. The CPR (2010) states that, ‘Children
country’s
today are not ‘merely passive ‘surfers’ who read,
read, watch
and listen, but ‘peerers’
who
use
electronic
media to
‘peerers’
share, socialise, collaborate and create’".
create”’. Language
teaching should embrace
embrace these technologies in
supporting the unlocking
unlocking of thought.

English, Foreign Languages
Languages and the
English.

new National
National Curriculum
Curriculum
In relation
relation

outlined above, the new
to the three principles
principles outlined

National
National Curriculum
Curriculum does not comment on the importance
of intercultural
intercultural awareness
foreign language learning;
learning; the
awareness in foreign
of
curriculum
Spoken Language component the English curriculum

could have been given greater prominence;
prominence; and the use of
learning could have been
technology to support language learning
made explicit. Moreover, no attempt is made to link the
subjects of English and Foreign Languages.
subjects
I
L

it
lt is not difficult to make these links though, and the table
programme
on the following page reflects this. There is no programme
1
for
of study
Foreign Languages at Key Stage 1 so the links
Foreign
shown in the table relate to Key Stage 2.

l

Some might question the value of making
making such links -— the
likelihood is that the two subjects
will
subjects
be taught separately
from each other (possibly
(possibly even by different
different teachers).
curriculum
However, it is important
important to note that the new curriculum
reflect
does
the
commonalities
between
the
two
subjects
does
and across
across all five of the language components
components outlined
outlined
foreign language of course
(albeit inexplicitly). Learning
Learning a foreign
children another chance
grammar
chance to master key grammar
gives children
and
terminology
important
language
learning
terminology
important
learning strategies.

i
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The important point is to make children
children aware of these links
listening;
through teaching which promotes speaking and listening;
which
which acknowledges the social and cultural
cultural context in
which
which accesses
which language learning
learning takes
takes place; and which
digital and visual texts.

I

4

l
B5 op. cit. f'pp.
pp. 528- 537.
95 op. cit. ’p.
7p. 102.
‘°
‘° ibid. p. 260.
280.
““ ibid. p. 269.
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Languages
Foreign Langua
l Foreign

English

I

Component
I Spoken Language
Component lepoken
in
actively in
maintain
maintain attention and
and participate actively
I
conversations, staying
collaborative conversations,
l
collaborative
staying on topic
topic and
and
initiating and responding to
to comments
comments
, I
command
increasing command
and fluently with
I speak audibly
audibly and
with an
an increasing
of Standard English
I
to
and evaluate
evaluate different
I consider and
different viewpoints,
viewpoints, attending
attending to
of others
the contributions
and building on the
contributions of
others
and opinions
opinions
I articulate and
and justify answers.
answers, arguments and
I
1
A
(Y 1 -6 PoS)
_
P08)
2:
Component
g
__ g
Component 2: Reading

I

I

language,
and evaluate
evaluate how
use language,
discuss
discuss and
how authors
authors use
I
the impact
impact oonl'l l
considering the
including figurative
figurative language, considering
including
I
of study)
study)
the reader (Y5/6 Reading programme of
in
read
books
can read
what they read,
understand what
understand
read, in books they
they can
independently, by:
independently,
to them,
them,
the text
that the
-— checking that
text makes
makes sense
sense to
the
discussing their
their understanding and
and explaining
explaining the
in
words in context
Reading programme
meaning of words
context (ya/4
(Y3/4 Reading
of study)
study)

, Component
Component 3:Writing
3:Writing

basic language structures
and basic
structures
ask and
engage in conversations;
conversations; ask
and answer
answer questions;
questions;
engage
express opinions and respond to those
those of
of others; seek
seek
and
clarification
clarification and help
and information
information orally to
to aa range
present ideas and
audiences
of audiences

appreciate stories, songs, poems and
and rhymes in
in
the
thelanguage
language
of words,
show understanding
and show
understanding of
read carefully and
words,
phrases and
and simple writing
phrases

_

and edit
edit by:
evaluate and
I
and
—
to
vocabulary,
- proposing changes
vocabulary,
grammar
and
changes
and clarify meaning
meaning
enhance effects
to enhance
effects and
, I
punctuation to
of study)
l
(Y5/6 programme of
study)
and write by:
I draft and
(including
and rehearsing sentences
sentences orally
orally (including
-— composing and
rich
and
varied
dialogue),
Y
progressively building aa varied and rich
dialogue), progressively
and an increasing
1‘
vocabulary and
increasing range of
of sentence
sentence
study)
(Ya/4 programme of
of study)
structures (Y3/4
4: Spelling
Component 4:
_
Component
I

j I

show
to spoken language and
listen
listen attentively
and show
attentively to
in and
and responding
understanding by joining in
responding
in sentences,
familiar vocabulary.
speak in
sentences, using familiar
vocabulary, phrases
phrases
speak

of morphology
morphology and
use knowledge of
and etymology
etymology in
in
I
of some
the
some words
understand that
and understand
spelling
that the spelling
spelling of
words
spelling and
learnt specifically
needs to be learnt
specifically (Y5/6 programme
of study)
study)

create
to create
these to
and adapt
write phrases
phrases from memory,
adapt these
memory, and
ideas clearly
sentences, to
to express ideas
clearly
new sentences,
and
describe people, places, things and
and actions
actions orally
orally and
in writing

.l
l

and sounds
sounds of
through
the patterns
patterns and
of language through
explore the
link
and
sound
the
and
spelling,
and
songs
and
rhymes
and
link
the
spelling,
sound
and
songs
words
of
meaning of words

l
l-r

and punctuation
punctuatio
5:Vocabu|ary,
A Component
c omponent 5'\/ocabulary
.
, grammar and
I

j.
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in
set out
out in
the concepts
their understanding of
of the
concepts set
develop their
Appendix 2 by:
English Appendix
than one
with more
one
-— extending the
the range of
of sentences
sentences with
more than
including
wider range of
clause by using a wider
of conjunctions,
conjunctions, including
when, if, because,
because, although
to
verbs in
contrast to
—
- using the present perfect form
form of
of verbs
in contrast
the past tense
for clarity
-— choosing nouns or pronouns appropriately
appropriately for
clarity
avoid
and to
cohesion and
and cohesion
repetition
to avoid repetition
—
and prepositions to
adverbs and
— using conjunctions, adverbs
to
and cause
express time and
express
fronted adverbials
—— using fronted
adverbials
in English
—
the
learning the grammar for
— learning
for Years
Years 33 and
and 44 in
English
(VS/4 programme
Appendix22 (Y3/4
of study)
study)
Appendix
rogramme of

I
,
"
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basic grammar appropriate to
understand basic
to the
the language
language feminine,
including (where
(where relevant): feminine,
being studied, including
forms and
and neuter
neuter forms
masculine and
and the
the conjugation
conjugation of
of
of the
and
high-frequency
features and patterns
patterns of
the
high-frequency verbs; key features
language; how to apply these, for instance, to build
similar
these differ
sentences; and how these
differ from
from or are similar
sentences;
to English

